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Abstract 
Jerome, J.W., Numerical approximation of PDE system fixed-point maps via Newton’s method, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 38 (1991) 211-230. 
Since the fundamental paper of Moser (1966), it has been understood analytically that regularization is 
necessary as a postconditioning step in the application of approximate Newton methods, based upon the system 
differential map. A development of these ideas in terms of current numerical methods and complexity estimates 
was given by the author (1985). It was proposed by the author (1989) to use the fixed-point map as a basis for 
the linearization, and thereby avoid the numerical loss of the derivatives’ phenomenon identified by Moser. 
Independently, a coherent theory for the approximation of fixed points by numerical fixed points was devised 
by Krasnosel’skii and his coworkers (1972). In this paper, the Krasnosel’skii calculus is merged with Newton’s 
method, for the computation of the approximate fixed points, in such a way that the approximation order is 
preserved with mesh independent constants. Since the application is to a system of partial differential equations, 
the issue of the implicit nature of the linearized approximation must be addressed as well. 
Keywords: Nonlinear systems, fixed-point approximation, Krasnosel’skii calculus, approximate Newton meth- 
ods, finite-element methods. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we shall study a nonlinear system of partial differential equations from the 
perspective of its fixed-point and approximate fixed-point maps. The fixed-point map T will be 
defined by Jacobi system decoupling, and the approximate fixed-point map T, by a correspond- 
ing decoupling, based upon piecewise linear finite elements. Superimposed upon the approximate 
fixed-point map, termed the numerical fixed-point map, we introduce a systematic procedure, 
described in terms of Newton’s method, for the iterative calculation of the approximate fixed 
points. The Newton method is defined via the linearization of Tn. 
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The approach effectively merges two powerful calculi. 
l A calculus, developed by the Russian school, for the two-sided estimation of fixed points by 
approximate fixed points. 
l An exact Newton iterative method, based upon the numerical fixed-point map T,, which 
functions as an approximate Newton method for T. 
By employing the fixed-point maps to define Newton’s method, we avoid the loss of the 
derivatives’ phenomenon, requiring post-conditioning as a residual “catch-up” procedure. A 
striking aspect of the entire process is that the Newton iteration is global. Convergence is at least 
linear, and continues until the sufficiently small residual criterion required for quadratic 
convergence is met. It is possible to correlate the number of Newton iterates with the two-sided 
estimates given by the fixed-point approximation theory. 
In Section 2, we shall introduce the model, discuss the existence theory and maximum 
principles, and introduce the preliminary fixed-point map. In Section 3, we shall introduce the 
fixed-point map and the numerical fixed-point map, and discuss the convergence properties of 
the latter. In Section 4, we present the approximation theory, due to [12], but here adapted to a 
recursive linear theory via Newton’s method. In Section 5, we combine the theory of Section 4 
with the model studied here, and deduce our major results. 
2. The model and the preliminary fixed-point map 
The basic model will be a steady-state system of reaction-diffusion partial differential 
equations, subject to inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Such models have diverse 
application. Often these systems are subsystems of larger systems, which benefit from separate 
analysis. Two which are compatible with the reaction terms selected below include chemically 
reacting systems (cf. [3]) and the current continuity subsystem associated with the flow of 
electrons and holes in a semiconductor (cf. [5]) when the Slotboom variables are employed. In 
the subsections to follow we describe the model specifically, and construct an associated 
fixed-point map, termed the preliminary fixed-point map. New maximum principles are estab- 
lished in the process, for we consider the case of sign reversal in reaction terms. 
2.1. The system 
Let 9 be a convex polyhedral domain in IWd, and consider the Dirichlet boundary value 
problem on 9 defined by the system 
-v * [a(x) vu(x)] +f(u, u) = 0, (24 
-v * [b(x) vu(x)] + g(u, u> = 0, (2.2) 
where u and u satisfy the inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 
[U-U] Iaa=O= [u-u] Jag, (2.3) 
for U and U strictly positive functions in C*(s): U > u0 > 0, U >, u0 > 0. It is assumed here that a 
and b are bounded measurable functions, also bounded away from zero: 
a > a, > 0, b>,b,>O. (2.4) 
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The functions f and g are assumed to satisfy the following properties, which generalize those 
satisfied by the prototypes f( 24, u) = uu - 1, g( u, u) = uu - 1. 
l They are C* in their joint arguments, u >, 0 and u > 0. 
l They are monotone in u and u respectively: 
af >o ag>o -/ 
- 
au ’ au ’ . (2.5) 
l The inverse images f-‘(O) and g-‘(O) are graphs of continuous, positive, decreasing functions 
f, and g, for u>O and u>O: 
u =fb). u=g,b). (2.6) 
l For each u >, 0, 
For each 
Here, we 
f(u, fifi,)<f(U, u)<f(U, is,,x>, for~min~~~U,,,. 
U >, 0, 
g( Ekn, U)<g(U, U)<g(U,,,, U), for UminGUGUmax* 
define Urnin, ii,,, , Umin and V,,,,, by 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Urnin = inf ii, 
a9 
u,,, = sup ii, 
a9 
u,,, = sup 0. 
a9 
(2.9) 
If (Ye, IX,, & and & are defined by 
0 < a, = fin(u,i,, f,(G,,)), P,= max(K,7 fl(6min)), 
0 < a, = min( i;,,, gi(&,,)), P,= max(L,, Sl(cmin)), 
then, in particular, f and g satisfy the following inequalities: 
f(u, &,) 20, ~‘u>,P,, 
f(u, &J < 0, vfl G au, 
g( ‘min, u) 20, v’vap,, 
g(kn,X~ U)dO, VUGCU,. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
2.2. The preliminary fixed-point map 
In anticipation of the maximum principles, we define the domain of the (preliminary) 
fixed-point map T, as follows. Set 
[U, u] &*(9): ~,<U<&, a,<u<p, (2.16) 
1 
where (2.10) and (2.11) have been used. The mapping T, proceeds via one Jacobi iteration on 
elements of K,. Thus, given [ii, u”] E K,, define 
[u, u] = T,[ii, u”] 
by weak solution of the fully decoupled system 
-o+vU)+f(zl, q=o, 
-v *,(bVU) +g(ii, u) =o, 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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subject to the boundary conditions described in (2.3). These are described in the usual way by 
the boundary trace operator r. 
We shall have need of the convex functions obtained through integration of f and g, where 
the latter have been evaluated at the fixed function elements ii and v”, respectively: 
J’(x, s> = ,:f(o, c(x)) da, J 
G(x, t) = krg(C(x), T) dr. (2.19) 
Denote by %?I the convex subset of L*(g) consisting of functions u for which 
J F(., +=c, JS 
and by & the corresponding convex set of functions u defined by integration of G. We also 
require a notation for the affine flats in H’( 9) defining the boundary conditions 
L,= {z&P(9): T[u-t(l) =o, (2.20) 
L,= {!XH1(9): r[U-U]} =o. (2.21) 
Finally, we define 
VU= VlnL,, Vu= 9?2nLB. (2.22) 
Theorem 2.1. The map T,, defined in (2.17) and (2.18), acts invariantly on K,. The components u 
and v may be characterized uniquely as solutions of the convex minimization problems 
Q(u) = Ly& Nu*), (2.23) 
2 
(2.24) 
where @ is a proper convex functional defined by 
Q(u*)= _/$aIvu*l*+F(., u*)], ifu*~%,, 
1 +@J, otherwise, 
and * is defined similarly. 
(2.25) 
Proof. We first assume that the system (2.17), (2.18) and (2.3) possesses a weak solution pair 
[u, u]. We shall demonstrate the maximum principles 
a,<u<p,, cU”<V<P”. (2.26) 
The argument for u parallels that for u and we shall give only that for the latter. In the weak 
version of (2.17) i.e., the equation obtained by multiplication of (2.17) by a test function 
+ E H,‘( L@), followed by formal integration by parts, we make the substitution + = (u - /3,)‘. It 
is known that $J E H’, and since & >, ii,,, it follows that $I E H,’ and represents an admissible 
test function. We obtain, after some simplification, the equation 
/[ 
ajV+1*+f(u,C)+] =O. 
.9 
(2.27) 
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The property (2.7) then allows us to conclude that 
Use of (2.12) allows us to conclude that each term in (2.28) is nonnegative, and hence each 
integrated product term is, in fact, zero. In particular, 
V(U-&)‘=O. 
It follows that (u - p,)+ is constant, and the constant must be zero, since this function vanishes 
in a generalized sense on the boundary. We have established the upper bound in the first 
inequality of (2.26). The lower bound in this inequality makes use of the substitution of 
+ = (u - cr,)) into the weak version of (2.17), where t-= t - t+. The inequalities for u are 
similar. 
We show now that @ has a minimum by use of standard results in convex analysis (cf. [l]). In 
the language of [l], @ is a proper convex functional on L2(g), and it possesses a minimum 
u E L, if it is coercive and lower semicontinuous. These properties are defined by 
(2.29) 
Vc~lRr, B= {w~L,(g): @(w)<c} isclosed, (2.30) 
respectively. Here, norms are L, norms. To prove the lower semicontinuity of @, suppose 
w, + w in L2( 9) with @( wk) < c. By taking a subsequence, if necessary, we may also assume 
almost everywhere pointwise convergence. By (2.25) and the inequality 
(2.31) 
we conclude that { wk } is bounded in H’( 9). Here, we may use the norm, equivalent to the 
standard norm, given by 
IIWIG~ =~Ivw12+ (j--q’. (2.32) 
Combining the weak compactness property of bounded H’ sets with the Rellich theorem 
characterizing the H’ injection into L, as compact, we conclude that 
wk-w, in H’(g) (weakly). 
By the weak lower semicontinuity of equivalent norm expressions on H’(g), we conclude that 
liminf 
/ 
a] Vwk12> a] Vw12. 
/ 
(2.33) 
k-cc 9 9 
Making use of the lower semicontinuity of F(x, .) for fixed x, together with the pointwise 
convergence of wk to w, we obtain from Fatou’s lemma of integration theory 
lim$fp(x, wk(x)) dx > Ll$n$fF(X, wk(x)) dx 
>, ISF(X, likmefwk(x)) dx = 19F(x, W(X)) dx. (2.34) 
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Note that the affine bound (2.31) permits the application of Fatou’s lemma. By using the fact 
that the limit infimum of the sum of the two components of @ numerically dominates the sum of 
the limit infima of the separate components as k + 00, together with the inequalities (2.33) and 
(2.34) we obtain Q(w) < c, which establishes that B is closed and Qi is lower semicontinuous. 
The coerciveness is easily established by a comparison of (2.25) and (2.32). When this relation 
is combined with the affine bound (2.31) we conclude that, for some constant C > 0, 
@W >c lim inf 2, . 
IIWII’~ II w II 
Note that this conclusion also makes use of the domination of the L, norm by the H’ norm. The 
coerciveness relation (2.29) follows immediately. It follows that @, and analogously ‘k, has a 
minimum. These critical points, designated u and u, are weak solutions of (2.17) and (2.18), 
respectively. The standard technique is to set up the inequality 
@‘(u> < @(uf+), (2.35) 
where + is a test function restricted by the condition $ E L,(g), and E > 0 is arbitrary. Taking 
limits gives the weak version of (2.17) for $I pointwise bounded. The case of a general test 
function follows by an approximation process. The case of (2.18) is similar. 
The uniqueness of solutions of the decoupled system (2.17) and (2.18) follows directly from 
the monotonicity properties assumed for f and g. q 
2.3. Existence of fixed points 
In Theorem 2.1, we presented the arguments which showed that T, is well-defined, and acts 
invariantly upon K,. In this subsection we shall prove that T, has a fixed point, which 
demonstrates that the system (2.1)-(2.3) possesses a weak solution. Specifically, we shall prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. The mapping TO is compact and continuous as a mapping on nfL,, and the closed 
convex set K, is invariant under TO. In particular, by the Schauder fixed-point theorem, TO has a 
fixed point in h t e closed convex set K,. Such a fixed point may be identified with a weak solution of 
the system (2.1)-(2.3). In particular, 
(a vu, 0+> + (f(u, v)+> = 0, (2.36) 
(b vv, W) + (g(u, v), #> = 0, (2.37) 
where [u, u] is in nfH’( 9) and [+, $1 is an arbitrary pair of test functions in nfHi( 9). 
Proof. We first establish continuity. Let [ii,, C,] and [G,, &] be arbitrary members of K, and 
designate their images under TO by [ui, ui] and [ u2, vz], respectively. By estimating the 
difference of these images in n:H1, we shall actually demonstrate the stronger conclusion that 
l TO is uniformly continuous from KO to nfH*. 
The estimate proceeds from subtraction of the relevant weak relations defining the respective 
image points. Use is also made of the identities 
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and the corresponding identities for g. The test function identifications are 
G=u*-u2, $!I = u1 - u2. (2.39) 
Altogether, one obtains the inequality 
(2.40) 
for some constant C, with a similar inequality for the u-differences. Here, we have used the fact 
that the first term in (2.38), when multiplied by u1 - u2, is nonnegative, and the fact that f is 
Lipschitz continuous on the range described by the maximum principles. Inequality (2.40), and 
its u-inequality equivalent, imply the uniform continuity part of the theory. The compactness 
result follows from the same set of inequalities, or, alternatively, from a bound similar to that 
given by (3.7) below. The Rellich theorem then implies that this range has compact n:,?,, closure, 
which concludes the proof. 0 
3. The fixed-point and numerical fixed-point maps 
The map T, required to apply the operator calculus of [12], must be defined on an open set in 
function space. In this context the suitable space is II:,!,,< 9). However, in the analysis of the 
fixed-point mapping T, in Section 2, the assumption was introduced that the pre-image [fi, u”] 
satisfies the L, bounds specified in (2.16), which the image [u, u] was also shown to satisfy. 
Because the set K, is not open, we modify the definition of T, such that this assumption can be 
removed. To achieve this, we compose a To-like map with a truncation operator Tr, which leaves 
[ii, u”] unaffected within K,. This necessitates certain pointwise hypotheses, however, which are 
briefly discussed in Section 5.3 below. 
3. I. The fixed-point map 
We introduce S, E C~(lw), i = 1, 2, 0 G li < 1, such that support lj = [0, pi], and 
s,(t) = I, inn ii<t< sup u, 
a9 
s,(t) = 1, inn u<t< sup v. 
as 
Finally, define 
hi(t) = tS,(t), i = 1, 2. (3.1) 
We shall define 0 to be an open ball centered at 0 in nfL,( 9), so that it contains both the weak 
solution pair of (2.17) and (2.18), as well as the solution pair of the corresponding finite-element 
equations. The latter are discussed in the next subsection. We take the radius of D to be any 
number greater than 
R= 1911’2{m, 
where 19 I designates the measure of 9. We further define, 
Tr[ii, u”] := [hloii, h,ov”], [ii, u”] ~52. (3.2) 
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Note that the range of Tr is contained in 
Kfl52, (3.3) 
where 
K= [ii, C] l fiL,(@: O<C<&,O<6,<& . 
i 
(3 -4) 
1 i 
The map T may be defined by 
T= [ UoTr, VoTr]. (3.5) 
l The component mappings U and V have domain given by (3.3) and are evaluated by the weak 
solution of (2.17) and (2.18), respectively, subject to the boundary conditions given in (2.3). They 
are Lipschitz continuous mappings on L, (cf. (2.40)). It is also assumed, consistent with 
regularity and domain considerations, that the range of U and of V is each contained in a 
bounded subset of H*. This is essential for the Aubin-Nitsche hypothesis, cited in Section 3.3, to 
be consistent. 
T is Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, since the range of T is contained in 
K,,na> (3.6) 
it follows that T is a proper extension of TO 1 range ro. The mapping T is also compact as the 
following argument shows. By simple substitution of the test functions u - U in the weak form of 
(2.17) and u - V in the weak form of (2.18), followed by routine estimation, we obtain the upper 
bound R,u,ol for the norm derived from (2.32), where its square is given by 
( 1 inf ll4G1-t s *,,,-1,~~+&+&, sup a * Rf,.“, = i 1 
and where 
Cg=2191mx{ Ig(s, t>l: 0 &s<p,,o<t<P2} P2+ sup 6 [ . 93 1 
(3.7) 
(3.9) 
The compactness follows from these estimates, together with the Rellich theorem. 
3.2. The discretized model and the finite-element maps 
In this section we introduce the piecewise linear 
construction of the components of the numerical 
designated U,, and I’, and are approximations of U 
describe the associated approximation properties. . 
finite-element method which permits the 
fixed-point map. These components are 
and V, as defined in Section 3.1. We also 
Let { +, };’ comprise a nodal basis of a given piecewise linear finite-element space M,,. The 
functions of M,, are continuous, and linear in each simplex S. As usual, h = maxS {diam S}. It 
is required that the members of Mh vanish on the boundary of the polyhedral domain 9. 
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Analogs of the affine flats L, and L,, introduced in the definitions (2.20) and (2.21), are 
obtained through interpolation of boundary data. Accordingly, we define 
L,,= (u,EH’(zB): [2$-u,] EMh}, (3.10) 
L,,= {u,tH’(9): [Q-&l Ek&}, (3.11) 
where we have selected the piecewise linear interpolant ii1 of U, so that the finite-element 
approximation of u is taken from U, + Mh, with a similar statement for u. 
l The domain of each of the mappings U, and I’, is taken to be the convex set specified in (3.3). 
Given [ii, u”] in this set, we characterize the components 
uh = u,([& fi]). uh = v,([% u”]>, 
via solution of the equations 
(a vuh, v$+) + (f(uh, u”), +;) =o, for i=l?..., N, (3.12) 
and 
(b vu,, v$$) + (g(ii, u,), &) = 0, for i = l,..., N. (3.13) 
Here, uh E Lp,, u,, E L,,. It follows from the results of [ll] that the component mappings just 
defined satisfy the same pointwise bounds as defined in (2.16). These discrete maximum 
principles require certain mesh hypotheses on the simplicial decomposition. These are discussed 
at length in [ll] and are too detailed to repeat here. The explicit hypotheses follow. 
l We assume that h-‘diam( S) 2 h, > 0 as well as the discrete maximum principle: 
bh, %I EG- 
By use of this principle, we may obtain the existence of fixed points in complete analogy with the 
analysis of Section 2. This section may now be closed by the formal definition of T,: 
T,= [U,oTr, V,oTr]. (3.14) 
As with U and I’, the mappings U, and V, are Lipschitz continuous on L,; it follows that T, is 
Lipschitz continuous. 
3.3. Approximation theory for the finite-element maps and convergence properties of T, 
Prior to describing the approximation properties of T,, it is essential to discuss the linear 
approximation properties of the H,’ projection S, onto Mh. For H*(9) n H,‘(9) functions, with 
uniform norm bound in this space, an estimate of this projection procedure is described 
adequately in [14]. The piecewise linear interpolant of an extension/smoothing process gives the 
requisite energy upper bound of order O(h), but the smoothing should be done only in the 
tangential variables on a9, so that the smoothed function also vanishes on a9. 
The next result is a generic result for gradient equations which will be used to deduce the 
approximation properties of U, and &. Those of T, follow. A proof may be found in [8]. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose B( -, . ) is a continuous symmetric bilinear form on H’, L2 coercive on Hi. 
For u E H’, let .%(u) denote the continuous linear functional on Hi defined by 
S(u)(u) =Q(*, u)u, (3.15) 
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for F increasing in its second argument and aF( *, s)/&s < C. Suppose that u and ut, satisfy the 
gradient relations 
B(u, u) +9(u)(u) = (4, TV), VU E H,‘, (3.16) 
Bb,, 4 +~b/Jh) = (4, %L 
where u E ii + H,‘, Uh E ii* + Mh, u E C2@). 
stants C, and C,, independent of h, such that 
B(u- u/,, u-u,)~C~~i~L B(u- 
h h 
QV,~J&, (3.17) 
Here, q E L, is prescribed. Then there exist con- 
iit-Uh, u-U,-u,)+C2~~U-U,J~~1. (3.18) 
In order to obtain an upper bound for (3.18), as well the order of approximation of P, to be 
introduced later, we use the following inequality (cf. [lo, p.851 and [15]): 
(3.19) 
Note that the second term on the right-hand side of (3.18) is of order h2, by use of this 
inequality. Since the first term is also of order h2, the finite-element approximation in (3.17) 
converges in the energy norm (2.32) with order h. We use this in conjunction with the following 
hypothesis. 
l An adaptation of the Aubin-Nitsche duality argument, making use of the weak form (3.16), 
gives an L, approximation order of h2, as in the linear theory, for the convergence of uh to u. 
One requires the result for homogeneous boundary conditions, in terms of which the standard 
auxiliary problem with such data would be defined. 
On the basis of this hypothesis, we may assume that there exists an approximation order for 
U, and V,: 
ii(U- u,)[z, u”] ii G Ch’, i](V- V,)[ ii, u”] ii G Ch2, (3.20) 
for some constant C and [ii, u”] E i2. We may now close this section with a description of the 
approximation properties of T,. 
Theorem 3.2. The estimate 
i/(T- T,)[ G, u”] // G Ch2 (3.21) 
holds for some constant C, uniformly over the domain s2 on which T and T, are defined. The 
approximation estimates are assumed as described in (3.20). 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions and from the approximation estimates (3.20). q 
4. The approximation calculus and Newton’s method 
As we have seen in the preceding sections, the model is formed by a system of two coupled 
partial differential equations (PDEs) for which maximum principles exist. A fixed-point mapping 
T can be defined by solving each of these PDEs for its corresponding component and 
substituting these components in successive PDEs in a Jacobi fashion. By use of the maps U and 
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I’, it is possible to achieve complete decoupling, via gradient equations. Fixed points of such a 
mapping then coincide with solutions to the model. 
In order to analyze piecewise linear finite-element discretizations, a companion approximation 
map is induced if the variational procedure, inherent in defining the successive gradient 
equations, is taken over piecewise linear, finite-dimensional affine subspaces. The fixed points of 
the companion map are clearly candidates for approximation of the fixed points of the solution 
map for the original system of PDEs. In this section, we deduce an approximation theory, 
described by two-sided estimates, for this discretization procedure. Our theory is based upon an 
operator calculus developed by Krasnosel’skii and his collaborators (cf. [12]), which we now 
develop. 
4. I. The Krasnosel’skii calculus 
Given a fixed point x0 of a smooth mapping T, a numerical approximation map T, and a 
linear projection map P,, a theory is constructed to estimate I] x, - P,,x, 11, where T,x, = x,. The 
manner in which the estimates are derived is to deduce a zero of the map I - T,, in a ball 
centered at P,,xO, by constructing an equivalent contraction map: the methodology involves 
derivative inversion and a mean value calculus. The result is stated as Theorem 4.1 below, and 
follows from the general Lemma 4.2. In our application of this theory we shall work with L, 
norms. Also, we shall provide a sketch of how to prove the result because some of these details 
will be required in Section 4.2. 
Thus, let E be a Banach space, and suppose T is a mapping from an open set 1(2 in E into E. 
We assume the existence of a fixed point x0 for T: 
Tx,=x,. (4.1) 
If { E,, } denotes a sequence of linear subspaces of E of dimension r(n) 2 n, suppose that 
T, : ii?,, - E,, , 1(2, c E,, has a fixed point: 
T,x, = x,. (4.2) 
Finally, let (P,,} be a family of linear projections of E onto E,. 
We examine the degree to which (4.2) approximates (4.1) by examining the size of the 
operators 
R, = T,P,, - P,T, (4.3) 
defined in E. 
Our first convergence result is adapted from [12, Theorem 19.11. 
Theorem 4.1. Let the operators T and P,,T be Frechet-differentiable in a, and T, Frechet-differen- 
tiable in Sz,. Assume that (4.1) has a solution x0 E 1(2 and the linear operator I - T’(x,) is 
continuously invertible in E. Suppose T’ is continuous at x0 in the uniform operator topology; and, 
IIPnbd-4 -02 
P,x,E {xE&: IIx-xxg)I <a,}, n>,n,, 
II Rnxo II + 0, Ilxzhd II + 07 
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as n -+ 00. Finally, assume that for any c > 0 there exist n, and 8, > 0 such that 
IIT,‘(T,‘(P,x,)(I~~, for (n>,n,; lx-P,xOll <SC, xEfi,). (4.4) 
Then there exist n, and 8, > 0 such that when n > n,, (4.2) has a unique solution x, in the set 
{x E Q2,: (1 x - x0 (( < S,}. Moreouer, 
IIx,--oII G II[~-~n]~oII+II~n-~,~oII -+O, asn+m, 
and )I x, - P,,x, II satisfies the following two-sided estimate (cl, c2 > 0): 
Cl II Rn% II =G IIx, - P,xcl II G c2 II R&O II. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Note that in this theorem the actual rate of convergence depends only on the terms in the 
two-sided estimate (4.6). The additional convergence assumptions need not hold with this same 
rate. 
Proof. We present the major components. The proof proceeds in three steps, summarized here. 
l There exists constants K and K’ such that 
p- T,‘(P,x,)] -l(( < K, ((I- T,‘(P?zx0) II G K’, P-7) 
for n 2 n,; here n, is described in the statement of the theorem. 
l The numbers (Y,,, for 1y, defined by 
%=ll[I- T,‘(p,x,)l-‘(I- T,PAJ 
satisfy 
$ II ud II WA’dR,bo)Il, 
for sufficiently large n. 
l The statement of the theorem concerning x,, n, and 8, holds, and we have the bounds 
%I “n 
- < 11 x, - P,xo 11 6 - 
1+q l-q' 
(4.10) 
for some 0 < q < 1. 
The inequalities (4.9) in the second item follow from routine calculations, while the first item, 
and the associated inequalities contained in (4.7), follow from systematic use of successive 
perturbation, beginning with I - T’( x0) (cf. Lemma 4.3), and measurement of the perturbation 
via the assumption on R’,. The third item above is a consequence of Lemma 4.2, stated at the 
conclusion of the proof (cf. [12, Lemma 19.11). The identifications 
A=I-T,, x* = Pnxg, X=E,, 
are made. 
If the hypothesis (4.4) of the theorem is employed with co = q/K, 0 < q c 1 arbitrary, then the 
first hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied for some 8, < 6,; the second hypothesis is satisfied for 
n, sufficiently large by the second relation in (4.9). Since the bounds of the theorem follow from 
the conjunction of (4.10) and (4.9), the proof is completed. Note that, by selecting 8, sufficiently 
small, we may assume that x, is the unique element in 9, within a distance of 8, from x0. Cl 
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Lemma 4.2. Let A be an operator in a Banach space X which is Frechet differentiable in a closed 
ball centered at x. Suppose [A’(x,)]-’ exists as a bounded linear operator, and that 
,,~~~~Ld,~II(A’(xI)I-l[A’(x) -A’(x*)l // G 4, (4.11) 
a := Ii[ A’(x,)] -IA 11 G %(I - q), (4.12) 
for some 8, and 0 < q < 1. Then the equation Ax = 0 has a unique solution x0 in the ball satisfying 
the estimate 
a 
1+q 
G II x0 -x* II < L l-q' (4.13) 
4.2. Approximate fixed points via Newton’s method 
We consider the extent to which the theory of the preceding subsection persists when the fixed 
points are computed by a systematic approximation procedure, viz., when Newton’s method is 
applied to the numerical map T,. What is interesting is that the hypotheses, which account for 
the success of the Krasnosel’skii calculus, also guarantee a corresponding replacement theory in 
terms of Newton’s method. 
In order to set the stage for a detailed study, we briefly summarize the essential properties 
allowing for an R-quadratically convergent Newton iteration. For conciseness, we set H,, = I- T,. 
Then we require: 
(1) Hi is Lipschitz continuous on its domain, with Lipschitz constant Ln, G L. 
(2) The family of inverses of H,’ is uniformly bounded in norm, say, by K*. 
(3)( The initial residual H,( u”) does not exceed in norm the quantity [2LK:]-‘. 
The derivation of the convergence result under these hypotheses is described in [4, Section 21, 
with slight changes. Note that an exact Newton method for T, is analyzed, which indirectly, via 
the Krasnosel’skii framework, translates into an approximate Newton method for T. In the items 
listed above, the reader will find a striking overlap with the previous subsection; what may 
appear to be missing there is a condition guaranteeing the sufficiently small residual required for 
R-quadratic convergence. What is remarkable, however, is that the Newton iterates converge 
q-linearly, under the hypotheses of the preceding subsection. It follows that such linear conver- 
gence, stated as R-linear convergence in Theorem 4.4, will eventually guarantee the residual 
condition required for R-quadratic convergence. 
We state now the perturbation lemma used in the proof of Theorem 4.1, as well as the linear 
convergence theorem to follow. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that A and B are bounded linear operators on a Banach space X such that A-’ 
exists with )I A-’ )I I( B (1 < 1. Then A + B is invertible and an inverse bound is given by 
llb +Bl-‘II G II A-‘II 
1 - II A -’ II II B II ’ 
(4.14) 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that the bounds (4.7) hold and that the choices e = q/K, So and no are made 
in (4.4), as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, for fixed 0 -C q < 1. Thus, for n > no, let x, be an 
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appropriate uniquely determined fixed point of T, within the set +2,, = {x E $2,: I( x - x,, (1 < 8,). 
Then Newton’s method, beginning with any u” E %,, within distance &So of x0, such that the first 
iterate satisfies 
114 - uO/) 6 :u - q*)So, 
where 
4 q*:=21-q <19 
is contractiue, and the estimate 
holds for the Newton sequence 
uk+l-U,k= -[H;(u,k)]-lH,(u,k). 
n 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
In this case, the entire Newton sequence is in %,,. 
Proof. By use of Lemma 4.3, we may conclude the existence of a uniform bound on the inverse 
derivative mappings given by 
By use of 
x E %I- (4.17) 
the definition of the Newton increment (4.16), we immediately obtain the estimate 
(1 u,k+1- 
where we have used (4.17). In order to estimate the residual term, we employ the integral 
representation 
(4.18) 
and estimate (4.18) by use of the inequality, 
which follows from the hypotheses, via the triangle inequality, for x and y in a,,. We obtain, 
finally, 
(4.19) 
By the definition of q*, and the repeated use of (4.19), we obtain a standard Cauchy sequence 
estimate for 11 uf, - u,” )I. Passage to the limit then yields (4.15). Note that here we have used the 
uniqueness of x, in %,, and the behavior of the residuals as estimated in the course of the proof. 
q 
The R-quadratic convergence estimate is based upon the following result, which is quoted 
from [4]. 
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Lemma 4.5. Suppose that the initial residual satisfies 
(JH,(u’) 11 G p-l. 
For the Newton sequence defined by (4.16) suppose that the inequalities 
IIu: - u:-‘ll < K*IIH&-‘) 11, k >, 1, 
hold for some 77 < :. Then the convergence is described by the error estimate 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Here, { ok } and { 7k } are decreasing sequences bounded by 1. 
The manner in which this result is used is similar to the structure of the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
There, the Newton increment was estimated by an inverse bound, and the residual was estimated 
by the integral representation (4.18). Here, the inverse estimate is already built into (4.21), and a 
sharpened version of (4.19) will be employed, which uses the Lipschitz continuity of the 
differentiated map. In fact, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.6. Define 
(4.24) 
and suppose that q < f. Under the hypothesis (4.20), it follows that the conditions (4.21) and (4.22) 
hold. In particular, the R-quadratic convergence stimate (4.23) holds with qp as defined in (4.24) 
above. 
Proof. Since (4.21) is immediate, it remains to verify (4.22) with the choice of qp as defined in 
(4.24). For this end, we use the representation (4.18) as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. By use of 
the full Lipschitz continuity of H,‘, we are able to deduce the stronger result (4.22). q 
We have now developed a tight linearization theory. We summarize the essential features as 
follows. 
(1) Newton’s method, based upon the approximate map H,, is globally convergent at the level 
of the calculus developed in the previous subsection. In particular, there is a systematic 
procedure for determining x, approximately. 
(2) The convergence is at least linear, as described in Theorem 4.4. The switch to quadratic 
convergence takes place no later than when the residual condition (4.20) is met. The latter 
convergence is described by Theorem 4.6. 
(3) Only as many Newton iterates are required to approximate x, as matches the approxima- 
tion estimate for the dispersion between P,,x, and x, as given in (4.6). 
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5. Representation and properties of the PDE system maps 
The theory of the previous section requires certain properties to be satisfied for the fixed-point 
and numerical fixed-point maps. Some of these were presented in Section 3. The remaining will 
be discussed in this section together with the issue of computability for the approximation 
scheme. Ultimately, both of these issues reduce to representations derived and examined below. 
5.1. Representation for T’ and the eigenvalue hypothesis 
The invertibility of the operator I - T’( x0), the major hypothesis of Section 4, is equivalent, 
for T defined in (3.5), to the following. At a fixed point [u, v] of T, 
1 P sp( T’[ u, v]). (5.1) 
This is a standard result of the resolvent calculus of compact operators (cf. [16]). In this 
subsection, we shall describe the analytical condition which guarantees that this eigenvalue 
condition holds. 
Suppose for convenience that we represent T by the composition mapping (cf. (3.5)): 
T= SoTr, (5.2) 
where S = [U, V]. By the chain rule, we have 
T’[fi, u”] =S’(Tr[B, ~])oT’r[ii, u”] =S’[h,oii, h,ou”](h;o5, h;ov”). (5.3) 
T’r acts via the multipliers hi, while S’ may be displayed by the following matrix tableau: 
0 u, [+1 vu 0 . (5.4 
Here, we have anticipated the fact that U, = 0 and V, = 0. The expressions for the remaining 
operator partials are readily computed, after application to the test pair (G, $), to be 
C/J = u,[u*, u*](G) 
= [-V * (a 0) +f,(U(u*, v*), v*)]-‘( -fu(U(u*, v*), v*)$), 
x= V,b*, u*l(d4 
(5 05) 
= [-v *(bv) +g&*, v(u*, v*))]-*(-gJu*, v(u*, v*>>s). (5 4 
For use in the computations to follow in this subsection, we note that the map Tr is the identity 
on fixed points of T. We now proceed to the eigenvalue hypothesis. Let us suppose that 
T’[u, ul(S, \c/) = ($3 $1, (5.7) 
where [u, v] is a fixed point of T and (+, 4) E H,‘( 9). Making use of (5.3)-(5.6), we obtain the 
relations 
+=[-V*(aV)+f,(u, v)]-‘(-S,:(u, v)+), 
+= [-v +v) +g,h 4-*(-&b, 4s>, 
as equivalent to the equation (5.7). 
(5.8) 
(5 *9> 
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l The eigenvalue hypothesis, and the consequent invertibility property, are implied by the 
hypothesis that the solutions of (5.8) (5.9) are exhausted by C$ = 0, a,L = 0, and hence (c$, $) 
cannot be an eigenvector. 
5.2. Implementation of Newton’s method 
In this subsection, we consider the explicit inversion of the mappings H,’ = I - T”, required 
for the application of Newton’s method as a computational procedure to determine the fixed 
points of T,. In the next subsection, we shall discuss the pointwise hypotheses which underlie the 
application of the theory. In the final subsection, we shall complete our theoretical analysis of 
the hypotheses of the Krasnosel’skiQ’Newton theory developed in the previous section. The 
general theory relies upon the existence and uniform boundedness of [Hi’] ~ ’ and it is to these we 
now turn. We begin with the representation for H,‘. First, we set 
A = (U,), 0 T’i-, B= (F’&T’r. 
Then 
Hi= [~&t-q]. 
The inverse of (5.10) is easily computed to be 
[H,I]-l = 
(I-AB)_l 1 A(I-BA)-l 
I 
B(I-AB)_’ ( (I-m)- I . 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Motivated by Neumann series considerations, we consider the approximation of the inverse 
operator matrix (5.11) by 
I A [+I B I’ (5.12) 
The remaining remarks of this subsection are summary in nature, and are not intended to 
substitute for a careful analysis, which is outside the scope of this paper. By direct computation, 
one sees that the product of (5.10) and (5.12) is given by 
F7F+-&A (5.13) 
Theories which deal with approximate Newton methods of this type have been considered in [7]. 
Specifically, the difference between the identity and (5.13) must be of the order of the residual in 
order to maintain R-quadratic convergence. 
We shall close the subsection by noting that the action of (U,) u and (V,), is readily 
determined by replacing U and I/ in (5.5), (5.6) by U, and V,, and then computing the 
finite-element solution of the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value problems. 
5.3. Pointwise hypotheses 
In this subsection, we shall summarize the assumptions made in this paper at the level of 
pointwise approximation and stability (both in the sense of L,). A very careful investigation of 
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these questions will appear in the monograph [9], for models more complicated and inclusive 
than the one considered here. Therefore, for reasons of economy, we simply state the properties 
assumed. 
The reason for the necessity of pointwise properties is that the truncation map fails to be 
Lipschitz continuously differentiable on L,, or its open subsets. Therefore, the Krasnosel’skii 
theory does not directly apply, and a modification is required, in which closed subsets of the 
estimation balls replace the balls themselves. The required modifications of this theory are 
elaborated in [9]. When the modified theory is applied, it is found that L, subsets must be 
considered, to permit the truncation map to be appropriately smooth. In particular, this allows 
the regularization map, employed in the proof of Lemma 4.2, to be invariant on such a set, and 
thus to possess a (numerical) fixed point near the fixed point of T. The additional hypotheses are 
as follows. 
(1) T, and P, are pointwise convergent (in the sense of L,) at the fixed point. 
(2) T, and P,, are stable (pointwise norm) operator sequences. This is implied by underlying 
discrete maximum principles. 
(3) Items (1) and (2) of the next subsection hold for the pointwise norm. 
We remark, in closing, that the L, version of hypothesis (1) of the next subsection is a direct 
consequence of the elliptic regularity theory, in particular, the technique of Moser iteration (cf. 
[2, Section 8.51). We now proceed to the final subsection. 
5.4. Main result 
In this final subsection of the paper, we state the main result and then provide the verification 
of the remaining hypotheses. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume the eigenvalue hypothesis, (5.1) and the L, hypotheses of the previous 
subsection. For the fixed-point and numerical fixed-point mappings defined by (3.5) and (3.14), the 
hypotheses of the Krasnosel ‘skii calculus ( cf. Theorem 4.1) and of the Newton calculus (cf. (1) and 
(2) of Section 4.2) hold. The truncation error specified by the two-sided estimate (4.6) is of order h2 
in L,, and hence the exact numerical scheme converges with order h2. The linear/quadratic Newton 
iteration of (4.16) is continued, as dictated by (4.15) and (4.23), until this resolution is attained. 
Proof. The following identifications remain to be made: 
with P,, the L, projection onto E,,. By (3.19) and the duality lemma applied to S,, one concludes 
that the order of convergence of P,, to I, on bounded subsets of nfH2, is 0( h2). 
By use of the triangle inequality, one sees that R,( x0) is of order 0( h2): 
II R,(x,) II G II T,P, xo - T,xo II + II T,xo - TX, II + II TX, - &TX, Il. (5.14) 
Indeed, the Lipschitz property of T, is used for the first term of (5.14), while the approximation 
of T by T, is used for the second term. The remaining hypotheses are implied by the following 
two properties: 
(1) T’ is continuous in the operator topology on Q,,. 
(2) T’ is uniformly approximated by T,’ on 9,. In particular, ]I T,‘( P,,x,) 1) is bounded. 
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Note that the condition (4.4) is then implied and the estimation of )] R’,(x,) ]I proceeds via 
the identity 
R:,[&l](+)= {T,I[&ll -~Xl’[&J01)(~,~) 
+ (~,T,‘[R%l - ~J’[G%l )(J%+ (5.15) 
The proof is complete, subject to the proof of (1) and (2) above. This is isolated in the following 
lemma. •i 
Lemma 5.2. The continuity and uniform approximation items (1) and (2) are valid. 
Proof. The uniform approximation property (2) may be established by use of the lifting 
operators, which were employed systematically in [3], applied to the matrix operator (5.4). We 
shall use these to describe the operator approximation of U, by (U,) “; the approximation of VU 
is similar. To describe the procedure, let J denote the Riesz operator, which functions as the 
inverse of 
-V . (a 0): H,‘(9) + H-‘(B). (5.16) 
If Eh denotes the orthogonal projection when H,’ employs the inner product defined by the 
operator of (5.16), then set Jh = Eh J. It is shown in [3] that J,, functions as the inverse 
finite-element map. More precisely, if we form the difference JU, - Jh(Uh)U, then we obtain the 
following representation, where w and +!J are specified in (5.5), where we have made obvious 
abbreviations, and where w,, is the finite-element analog of o: 
b-d+J{fub-a,)} =J(fh,-f&)+(JrJ)(fhh) 
+J(f,“J,-f,,~)+(J,-J)(f,,“~). (5.17) 
Two important properties of J, developed in [3, Chapter 11, are its pointwise nonnegativity on 
L,, and the fact that the bilinear form (Jy, z) on L, may be estimated via H-i norms of y and 
Z. 
The representation (5.17) is now multiplied by w - w,, and integrated; the second term on the 
left-hand side of the resultant is nonnegative by the pointwise nonnegativity of the operator J. If 
one uses the H-’ estimation specified above, the Lipschitz properties of f, and of f,, the 
continuous and discrete maximum principles, the L, approximation order of ?( h*) for the 
approximation of J by Jh and the order of approximation of U by U,, one obtains the second 
item. There is one subtle point: the estimation of the third term on the right-hand side of (5.17) 
requires knowledge that the functions I,!J may be assumed bounded by pi, because of the 
truncation operator. Item (1) is verified by a technique familiar in the resolvent calculus. We 
simply state the identity, since the estimation is routine. In order to use an abbreviated notation, 
write (5.5) (with an equivalent identity for (5.6)) as 
a1 = R,( -f,lsh), a2 = R2( -fu2#2)7 
when two distinct evaluation points for T ‘, [ii,, Cl] and [ii*, 41, are compared. Item (1) follows, 
via operator boundedness and Lipschitz properties, from the fundamental identity 
wl-w*=R,[f,2-ff,llR*(-ful~l)+R*(f~~*-ffvlJil). 0 (5.18) 
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